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ABSTRACT

The banking industry has undergone various changes in the way they conduct the business and focus on modern technologies to compete the market. The banking industry has started realizing the importance of creating the knowledge base and its utilization for the benefits of the bank in the area of strategic planning to survive in the competitive market. In the modern era, the technologies are advanced and it facilitates to generate, capture and store data are increased enormously. Data is the most valuable asset, especially in financial industries. The value of this asset can be evaluated only if the organization can extract the valuable knowledge hidden in raw data. The increase in the huge volume of data as a part of day to day operations and through other internal and external sources, forces information technology industries to use technologies like data mining to transform knowledge from data. Data mining technology provides the facility to access the right information at the right time from huge volumes of raw data. Banking industries adopt the data mining technologies in various areas especially in customer segmentation and profitability, Predictions on Prices/Values of different investment products, money market business, fraudulent transaction detections, risk predictions, default prediction on pricing. It is a valuable tool which identifies potentially useful information from large amount of data, from which organization can gain a clear advantage over its competitors. This study shows the significance of data mining technologies and its advantages in the banking and financial sectors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of modern technologies made drastic changes in banking business. The new generation banks with new banking technology and their approaches towards their business, forced other traditional banks to adopt or allocate more focus on new technologies. To improve the financial performance and customer relationship, financial organizations started using web and other electronic channels to process applications for various products, which reduces time and cost. World Wide Web, Electronic and Automated soft-wares have completely changed the basic concepts of banking business and way the business operations are being carried out.

Data Mining is the process of extracting hidden, unknown, valid and actionable information from large databases and then using this information to make crucial business decisions. Previously unknown means quantities that are not hypothesized in advance, valid means if a large collection of data is scrutinized; patterns are not there may be found, Actionable means Action that must be translated into some business advantage (Han et al., 2011). Data mining is the application of statistical and machine-learning techniques for extracting interesting patterns from raw data (Hsu et al., 2012). Data Mining referred as knowledge mining from data or knowledge extraction or data/pattern analysis or data archeology or data dredging. It turns a large collection of data into...
knowledge (Witten et al., 2011; Liao et al., 2012). With the mounting growth of data in every application, data mining meets the valuable and efficient requirements for effective, scalable and flexible data analysis.

Data Mining is the process of identifying and discovering the interesting patterns from massive amount of data (Mabroukeh and Ezeife, 2010). Data Mining can be conducted on any kind of data as long as the data are meaningful for a target application. Data Mining can be considered as a natural evaluation of information technology and a confluence of several related disciplines and application domains. (Blake and Mangiameli, 2011)

The knowledge Discovery process, depicts as Fig. 1, consists of following steps which describes how unprocessed data converts into meaningful information (Bhambri, 2011; Chen et al., 2009):

- **Data Selection.** In this step, identifies the location of the data and relevance of the data for the business objectives. Because of electronic data are so pervasive, the quality of data plays a critical role in all business and governmental applications (Batini et al., 2009; Yap et al., 2011)
- **Data Preparation.** Once the data and its location are identified, data cleaning and integration is done in this step. In Data Cleaning, noise data and irrelevant data are removed from the collected data. In Data Integration, different data sources are combined in a common source. Data quality is a major challenge in data mining (Blake and Mangiameli, 2011; Petry and Zhao, 2009) Data analysis underlies many computing applications as a part of their on-line operations or in the design phase. Data analysis procedures can be classified as either exploratory or confirmatory, based on the availability of existing and appropriate models for the data source, but the main point of interest in both types of procedures (whether for hypothesis formation or decision-making) is the grouping, clustering or classification of measurements based on either (i) goodness-of-fit to a postulated model, or (ii) natural groupings (clustering) revealed through analysis (Shinde, 2012)
- **Fung et al. (2010) Data Transformation.** In this step, the selected data is transformed into the form appropriate for the input of data mining process (Han et al., 2011; Moin and Ahmed, 2012; Prakash et al., 2012)
- **Data Mining.** This is the vital step on which effective algorithms (Bhambri, 2011; Hsu et al., 2012) and techniques applied to process the data into potentially useful patterns to achieve business objectives (Hammawa, 2011; Batini et al., 2009)
- **Evaluation.** Patterns (Tremblay et al., 2010) representing knowledge are identified based on given measures (Kontonasios et al., 2012; Wikum et al., 2009)
- **Representation.** The step on which discovered knowledge visually represents. Visualization techniques (Herawan and Deris, 2011) are more effective in understanding the output for end users

Data Mining encompasses many different techniques and algorithms. These differ in the kinds of data that can be analyzed and the kinds of knowledge representation used to convey the discovered knowledge (Mabroukeh and Ezeife, 2010).

### 1.1. Application of Data Mining in Banking Sector

There are various areas in which data mining can be used in financial sectors (Ramageri and Desai, 2013; Moradi et al., 2013; Moin and Ahmed, 2012; Hammawa, 2011) like customer segmentation and profitability, credit analysis, predicting payment default, marketing, fraudulent transactions, ranking investments, optimizing stock portfolios, cash management and forecasting operations, high risk loan applicants, most profitable Credit Card Customers and Cross Selling. Certain examples where banking industry has been utilizing the data mining technology effectively as follows.

### 1.2. Fraud Detection

Fraud detection (Delamaire et al., 2009; Ravisankar et al., 2011; Raj and Portia, 2011; Wang et al., 2009; Petry and Zhao, 2009; Hu and Liao, 2011) is the recognition of symptoms of fraud where no prior suspicion or tendency to fraud exists. According to The American Heritage dictionary, second college edition, fraud is defined as ‘a deception deliberately practiced in order to secure unfair of unlawful gain.

Fraud detection refers to detection of criminal activities occurring in commercial organizations such as banks, credit card issuing organizations, insurance agencies, mobile companies, stock market. The malicious users might be the actual customers of the organization or might be posing as a customer (also known as identity theft) (Changdola et al., 2009).

Financial Organizations especially banking sectors follows mainly two approaches (Ramageri and Desai, 2013; Moin and Ahmed, 2012) towards determining the fraud patterns, online transaction check and Offline transaction Check. For this purpose, the institutions purchase and maintain data warehouses of sanctions and Politically Exposed Persons data files from Compliance and Anti Money Laundering solution and data providers like The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of the US.
Fig. 1. Data mining as a step in the process of knowledge discovery

Department Treasury, World Check and update upon the changes in external data files. Data mining plays an important role in the fraud detection from the transaction data towards external data warehouses. The regulators define certain rules for finding the fraud transaction patterns and data mining process can be applied with different techniques to show the desired fraudulent patterns as output.

Regulatory authorities like Financial Action Task Force (FATAF), Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA), Financial Services Authority (FSA), Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA), Reserve Bank of India (RBI) set standard and requests financial organizations to produce different reports on a regular basis. Systems can be accessed from different data sources and producing reports based on combinations of data mining techniques (Handl and Knowles, 2012; Poovammal and Ponnavaiko, 2009; Wang and Dong, 2009; Issam, 2012; Tremblay et al., 2010; Akbar et al., 2010; Herawan and Deris, 2011; Petry and Zhao, 2009) like classifying, clustering, segmentation, association rules, sequencing, regression, pattern analysis and decision trees.

1.3. Marketing

Most widely used area of data mining in banking technology (Ramageri and Desai, 2013; Wang and Dong, 2009; Hammawa, 2011; Sergio et al., 2011; Bhambr, 2011) is commercial and consumer product marketing. Sales and Marketing department of Financial organizations can use data mining algorithm, to analyze the existing customers and find the products which they are interested (Petry and Zhao, 2009) and how can they market another product in association with the existing one. They can use DM techniques to analyze the past trends, find the current demands and predict the customer behavior of various products and services in order to attain more business opportunities, there by establishing or maintaining their position highest in the market (Bhattacharya et al., 2011). Part of maintaining a highest position in the competitive market, financial institution are focusing on promoting unique products with high quality service (Abdullah and Titus, 2010) and its trend analysis can be done by data mining techniques.

Data mining techniques helps strategic planning department to cluster their customers in different buckets like highly potential, good, low and the periodic evaluation on them and thereby providing better service to appropriate clusters (Li et al., 2010). Data mining techniques can be used to identify the customer’s reaction on adjustment in interest rates on deposit and borrowing products and its installment changes (Sergio et al., 2011).

Data Mining can improve telemarketing and electronic marketing (Hu and Liao, 2011) by identifying potential customers who are adhere to modern technologies like web, smart phone. In the areas of e-Banking (Aburrous et al., 2009) and other web services used for banking can use another algorithm called sequence pattern-mining effectively. A sequential pattern-mining algorithm mines the sequence database.
looking for repeating patterns (Mimno, 2012) (known as frequent sequences) that can be used later by end users or management to find associations between the different items or events in their data (Abdullah and Titus, 2010).

1.4. Risk Management

Data Mining is used to identify the risk factors in each department of banking business (Moradi et al., 2013). Credit Approval authorities in the financial organization used data mining techniques to determine the risk factors in lending decisions (Chen et al., 2009; Chen and Huang, 2011) by analyzing the data based on nationality, repayment capacity and so on. Retail marketing department uses data mining methodologies to find the reliability (Yap et al., 2011) and the behavior of credit card applicant (Delamaire et al., 2009) while selling the credit cards. They uses data mining techniques on existing customers to sell credit cards or increase customers credits or top up on credit card loans (Bhattacharya et al., 2011).

In commercial lending, data mining plays a vital role. In commercial lending, risk assessment is usually an attempt to quantify the risk of default or loss to the lender when making a particular lending decision or approving a credit facility (Chen and Huang, 2011).

Here credit risk can be quantified by the changes in the value of a credit products or of a whole credit customer portfolios, which is based on changes in the high risk tendency, default probability, instrument’s rating and recovery rate (Yap et al., 2011; Ravisankar et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012) of the instrument in case of default. The major part of implementation and care of credit risk management system (Raj and Portia, 2011) will be a typical data mining problem: the modeling of the credit instrument’s value through the default probabilities, recovery rates and rating migrations (Fung et al., 2010).

Data Mining can be used to derive credit behavior (Delamaire et al., 2009) of individual borrowers with parameters card loans, mortgage value, repayment and using characteristics such as history of credit, employment period and length of residency. A score is thus produced that allow a lender to evaluate the customer and decide whether the person is a good candidate for a loan, or if there is a tendency to become high risk of default (Raj and Portia, 2011). Customers who have been with bank for a longer periods of time, remained better with bank and have good credit history and have higher salaries/wages, are more likely to receive a loan than a new customer who has no credit history with the bank, or who earns low salaries/wages (Ravisankar et al., 2011). Bank can reduce the risk factors to maintain a better position by knowing the chances of a customer to become default (Dorr and Anne, 2009; Tsai, 2012).

1.5. Customer Relationship Management

Data Mining can be used in all three phases of customer relationship cycle: Customer Acquisition, Increase Value of the customer and Customer Retention (Prakash et al., 2012; Ping and Liang, 2010). Financial organizations especially banking sector recruits Relationship Managers or team of executives to pay proper attention to their customers. Due to the tight competition exists in the market (Sergio et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2009), customers will always with banks which provide better facility and more secured transaction option. Data Mining techniques (Prakash et al., 2012; Wikum et al., 2009) can be used to determine the list of customers as per the set of definitions (Sergio et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2009; Corne et al., 2012) and interest and the institution can offer better facilities to them (Abdullah and Titus, 2010) customers are varying from their approach in banking, like certain customers interested only electronic banking while others want banking through the counter. Classifying such customers can easily done using data mining techniques and provide better facilities.

Data mining can be used to find out customers holding one product (Wu and Chou, 2011) having interest in similar to other one, there by promoting the product which benefits the organization. Not only can data mining help the banking industry to gain new customers, it can also helps to maintain the existing customers with better service (Tremblay et al., 2010; Kontonasios et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012).

Within the context of Customer Relationship Management (CRM), data mining can be seen as a business driven process aimed at the discovery and consistent use of profitable knowledge from organizational data (Wu and Chou, 2011). It can be used to fasten the decision making and guide to forecast the effects of decisions (Prakash et al., 2012). Data Mining can be used to increase the response rate of marketing campaign. This can be done by segmenting the customers into groups with their needs and characteristics, it can predict how likely an existing customer is to take the business to a competitor (Mimno, 2012). Each of the CRM elements can be supported by different data mining models (Vaillancourt, 2010; Abdullah and Titus, 2010; Herawan and Deris, 2011; Akbar et al., 2010; Shinde, 2012; Delamaire et al., 2009) which generally include classification, association, sequence discovery, clustering, regression, forecasting and visualization.

2. CONCLUSION

Data Mining is a tool and techniques used to extract meaningful information from the collected data, enables financial institutions to make better decision-making process. Data Collections are in the form of maintaining
proper ware housing based on different databases and other related sources like files into an acceptable data format which becomes the input for data mining process. Based on the standard or rules set by the organization and regulatory authorities, data mining tool extract the knowledge based on the rule set and throws the output in visual tools, thereby making end user life easy to make decisions properly. Banks and Financial organizations started allocating funds and time for implementing data mining tools in the area of decision making by realizing the necessity of data mining in their system.
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